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In this note, we will describe some progress recently made in the study of Fano-threefolds; more 
explicitly, the study of one qf its most important invariants, the Intermediate Jacobian. 
This note does not intend to give proofs: it gives a sketch of the geometrical facts (mostly of a 
projective-geometrical nature), and shows how these facts give way to an application of some 
recently developed methods in the study of projective threefolds. Details will be published in my 
forthcoming Ph.D.-thesis. For the sake of simplicity, we take the field of complex numbers C to be 
the groundfield of our geometrical considerations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
DEFINlTION. a Fano-threefold X is a smooth projective, 3-dimensional 
variety X such that - Kx is ample (K, being the class of the canonical divisor). 
Ishkovskih [Il, 121 gives an extensive list of Fano-threefolds; it contains 
many varieties that have been studied by classical methods for many years, such 
as the cubic threefold, the quartic threefold (of rP4), the smooth intersection of 
2 quadrics of Tp5, etc. 
We will, however, focus on two less outstanding specimina from Ishkovskih’s 
list, namely: 
(i) the smooth intersection of the Grasmannian of lines in ip5, Gr(2,6), in its 
Pliicker-embedding, and 5 hyperplanes (variety to be denoted by Vy, as it 
is of dimension 3 and degree 14), 
(ii) the smooth intersection of the Grassmannian of lines in lP4, Gr(2,5), in its 
PIticker-embedding, 2 hyperplanes and 1 quadric hypersurface (variety to 
be denoted by Vi’, as it is of dimension 3 and degree 10). 
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These two varieties enjoy both the property that Pit(X) = Z, and that - Kx is 
a positive generator of Pit(X) (i.e., they are of index 1, of the first kind and of 
the principal series - in Ishkovskih’s words). 
In fact, some standard calculations give us the Hodge-diamonds (the 
numbers hP3q(X, C), arranged in a special manner to display their symmetry) of 
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From this, we read the dimension of the intermediate Jacobians of the two 
types. Remember, how the intermediate Jacobian J2(X) of a smooth threefold 
X is got: 
Write H3(X, C) =H3~o(X,@)@Hz’(X, C)@H’b2(X, C)@HOT~(X, C), (the 
Hodge-decomposition), where Hpgq(X, C) = Hq(X, !Y2$) (the Doibeault- 
isomorphism). 
Let IV= HL>2(X)@Ws 3(X)~H3(X); p : H3(X)+ W the projection. 
Write A =p(H3(X, Z)); it is a lattice in IV. 
J2(X) is defined as W/A; it is a complex torus. 
Look at the skew-symmetric form x(cc)r, ~2) = 21/? j w,/\~~ on W; as we 
have Im fly,, ~2) = 5 ?I~~;! for yt, Y~EA, Poincare’s theorem shows 31~ is 
integral, unimodular and non-degenerate on A. 
Further, .Y? is negative-definite on PHONE. 
In our two cases Vi”, Vi0 we have H330= (0}, and 31” is definite. From Y we 
construct a divisor 0, on J2(X); because of the properties of & 9, is effective 
and principal (i.e., ~9~ the corresponding linebundle, then h”(X, ~9~) = 1). 
t?, being a (principal) polarisation, J2(X) is not just a complex torus, but also 
an abelian variety. So (J2(X), 0,) is a principally polarised abelian variety. 
By looking at the Hodge-diamonds, we see dim J2( Vi”) = 5, dim J2( Vi”) = 10, 
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These intermediate Jacobians are our main topics; we want to give a description 
of these abelian varieties, in terms of (Jacobian varieties of) curves. 
2. PRYM-VARIETIES - GENERALISED OR IN THE STRICT SENSE 
The construction of the Jacobian variety J(C) of a curve C, and its theta- 
divisor 0, of principal polarisation, is well-known. There are, however, other 
non-trivial ways to obtain principally polarised abelian varieties from curves, as 
is demonstrated by the theory of Prym-varieties (see Mumford [Mfl]). 
Suppose, we have an Ctale double covering of two smooth irreducible curves, 
TI : C’+ C. The corresponding involution I on C’ extends to an automorphism of 
J(C), and we have a map Nm : J(C’)*J(C) with the property Nm a I = Nm. 
DEFINITION. Pr(C’/C) = (ker Nm) ‘, the Prym-variety associated to the 
double covering 71: C’ -+C. (” denoting the connected component of 0). 
Look at the mapping v/ : J(C) x Pr+J(C’) given by r,~(x,y) = X*X+ y. From 
the definition of Pr one derives: 
VW = J(C) X i *Ocr + 7r *OC x Pr, alg. eq. 
(i : R&J(C) the inclusion). 
Mumford [Mfl] showed: for a special choice of O,., we have i*O,/ = 22, with 
E a divisor of principal polarisation on Pr (“ = ” stands for equality, not just 
for a weaker equivalence). Hence, (Pr(C’/C),Z) is a principally polarised 
abelian variety. 
This construction gives a principally polarised abelian variety also when II is 
ramified in 2 points. In these cases (smooth, irreducible n, C’, C, with 71 of 
degree 2, rr Ctale, or ramified in 2 points) we speak of a Prym variety in the strict 
sense. 
There exist 2 types of generalisation of this construction of principally 
polarised abelian varieties. 
The first one, by Beauville, seeks to make the conditions on n : C’--+C less 
strict. In his thesis [Bell, Beauville showed how Mumfords construction can be 
extended to the case C’, C stable curves, n Ctale outside sing C, satisfying some 
special conditions at sing C. 
The second one, by Tyurin [Tl], see also Bloch & Murre [B&M], generalises 
the concept as a whole, but needs “external data” (not coming directly from the 
curve(s)) to obtain a principal polarisation. 
For the generalisation of the Prym-concept, look at the following situation: 
Suppose we have a smooth, irreducible curve r, and a symmetric corre- 
spondance Z c r x ZY 
Suppose drQZ (dr is the diagonal of TX r). 
Suppose further that we have a quadratic equation: 
d+(n-2)a-(n- l)=(a- l)(a+(n- l))=O 
where 0 is the endomorphism of J(r) coming from Z. 
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DEFINITION. Pr(T, 2’) = (ker (a + (n - 1)) O, the general&d Prym-variety 
of (r,E). 
If we write A(r,Z) = (ker (n - 1)) O, and @ :A x Pr+J(T) the addition, then 
again one can show that: 
g*e, = A x i*&-+j*&x Pr 
alg. eq. 
(i : Pr&J(I’), j : A q.!(T) inclusions). 
So again we have an abelian variety Pr(T,Z), with some special polarisation 
i*&-, but now there is no obvious way to get a principally polarised abelian 
variety out of this situation. 
However, if some special conditions are met, we have 
i*t$- I: nE, 
alg. eq. 
,? a divisor of principal polarisation; such that again we have a principally 
polarised abelian variety. 
These special conditions pertain to a geometrical situation that is very much 
like the situation we will find ourselves in, in the case of the varieties Vi” and 
I’!‘. We therefore summarise this result of Tyurin, supplemented by Bloch & 
Murre: 
A. THEOREM. - Suppose X is a smooth projective unirational threefold, 
containing an exactly one-dimensional family of lines, parametrised by a 
smooth irreducible curve K Let ZCTx r be the correspondance of incidence 
(the divisor that is the Zariski-closure of {(x,y) E TX rl /,I? !,,#0} \A,-; 1, the 
line corresponding to XE r). Now: 
(i) E is symmetric, and the corresponding endomorphism r~ of J(r) satisfies: 
o2 + (n - 2)~ - (n - 1) = 0, where n is a positive integer, n 12. 
- Furthermore, suppose, we have a smooth projective fourfold Y such that 
X= Y.H for some hyperplane Ii; such that the family of lines lying entirely on 
Y is parametrised by a smooth irreducible threefold, and that through a generic 
point of Y there go finitely many (in fact, n) lines lying entirely on Y, and 
H3( Y, C) = 0. Then: 
(ii) (J2(X), ex) = (Pr(T, Z), E) 
(iii) A*(X)=Pr(T,Z), and under the isomorphism the polarisation E corre- 
sponds to the cup-product on H3(X, C) (see [B&M]). 
(Of course, A*(X) is the second Chow-group, parametrising modulo rational 
equivalence the codimension-2-cycles of X that are algebraically equivalent to 
zero). 
3. SOME LINE-GEOMETRY 
In this note, we will make heavy use of the fact, that our varieties Vi4, Vi0 are 
contained in Grassmannians of lines; that is, they parametrise families of lines. 
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So, to each point x E Vi4, y E Vi0 there corresponds a line 1, c Ip5, 6 c Ip4. To 
curves y C Vi’, 6~ Vi’, there correspond ruled surfaces f c Ip5, d c Ip4, of 
degree deg y, resp. deg 6. 
More specifically, to lines II c Vi4, 1, c Vl” there correspond pencils of lines 
(i.e., all lines, lying in some fixed plane P, containing a fixed point p E P; in Ip5 
resp. rP4). Remark that the projective linear group PGL(n) acts transitively on 
the family of all lines contained in Gr(2, n). All these facts can be found in e.g. 
Semple & Roth [S&R]. Also, to surfaces SC Vi”, TC V:” there correspond ruled 
threefolds SC lP5, TC Ip4. There is, however, one exception to this, corre- 
sponding to the one surface containing a 2-dimensional family of lines. This is 
the plane; the surface on Gr(2,n) parametrising all lines contained in a fixed 
plane P is a plane PC Gr(2, n); a so-called g-plane (“ruled plane”). 
Remark that there also is a second type of planes in Gr(2, n), the so-called o- 
planes: the points of a a-plane parametrise the lines contained in a fixed Tp3, and 
containing a fixed point of this lP3 (“starred rP3”)+ 
The family of all planes contained in Gr(2, n), n 14, has 2 components, one 
of e-planes, one of a-planes. The two components are disjoint, because no o- 
plane can be deformed to a g-plane, or vice-versa (Q- resp. a-planes represent 
different Schubert-cycles (generators of H4(Gr(2, n), Z))). 
Returning to curves in Gr(2,n), n 24, consider tonics. To exclude all 
ambiguity, a conic is a l-dimensional complete-intersection-scheme of degree 2, 
and arithmetic genus 0. With this definition, each conic, also a non-reduced one 
(a “double line”), is contained in a unique plane. 
Now we see, that modulo the action of PGL(n), there are 9 different types of 
tonics contained in Gr(2,n). The 9 types are classified as to whether: 
(i) the conic is smooth (s), reducible (r), or non-reduced (d), 
(ii) the plane of the conic is contained in Gr(2, n) and a e-plane (Q), or the plane 
of the conic is contained in Gr(2, n) and a o-plane (a), or the plane of the 
conic is not contained in Gr(2,n) (r). 
So we may speak of, e.g., a r@-conic; the generic conic contained in Gr(2, n), 
n 2 4, is of type sr. 
We will also be occupied with hyperplane sections of Gr(2,n) (classically 
called “linear complexes”). Gr(2,n) is embedded into iP(UZ (9 ) by Phicker- 
coordinates pi,j, i <j, j = 1, . . . n. 
To a hyperplane-section of Gr(2, n) there corresponds a linear equation in the 
Plucker-coordinates, say 1 i<j a;,j P;,j = 0. To this hyperplane-section, we let 
correspond (in a one-to-one manner) a skew symmetric matrix, having entries 
ai,i in position (i,j), - oi,j in position (j, i), 0 on the diagonal. 
Consider now the case n = 6 (i.e., Gr(2,6)). 
Let H be a hyperplane-section of Gr(2,6), H the corresponding skew- 
symmetric 6 x 6-matrix (unique after a choice of Plucker-coordinates). As H is 
skew-symmetric, we have rk H is even, We have the following possibilities: 
(i) rk H= 6; then, Hn Gr(2,6) is smooth. Also, for every point p E Ips, there is 
a lP4, say Lp, with the following property: 
q~ Gr(2,6), such that pE Iq, then: q~kf~z~C&. 
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(ii) rk H = 4; then, up to a transformation of projective coordinates, H has the 
form: 
H= 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
000100 
0 o-1 0 0 0 
000001 
0 0 0 o-1 0 
VI v2 v3 v4 v5 hi 
1 , 
let 1, be the projective line corresponding to the affine space spanned by 
VI, v2. Now: sing HflGr(2,6) = (2). Furthermore, VPE l,, we have: 
p E &*XE H (this says that LP is not defined at 1,). 1, will be called the 
centre of H resp. H. 
(iii) rk H = 2; up to a transformation of projective coordinates, H has the form: 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
I , H= 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000001 0 0 0 o-1 0 
vI v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 
let K be the lP3 corresponding to the affine 4-space spanned by vI , v2, 
v3, v4, and let Gr(2,K) be the Plucker-quadric of lines in K. Now: sing 
HnGr(2,6) = Gr(2, K). 
Furthermore: XE H++ I,flK#O. 
(These facts are all classical and easy to prove). 
This description gives us an easy way to describe Gr(36)” C(P14)*, the dual 
hypersurface of Gr(2,6)C Ip14. It can be described as: 
Gr(2,6)V= (Hlrk Hs4). 
The equation is just: Pf (H) = 0. 
(I det H) =Pf2 (H); as His skew-symmetric, det His a square). 
So, Gr(2,6)” is a cubic hypersurface of ([PI*)*. In fact, sing Gr(2,6)” consists of 
all H of rank 2. 
REMARK. for n=6, R= 8 etc,, we have similar results. But for n odd, the 
situation is very different, for then det H is always zero. 
4. BIRATIONALITY OF V;4 WITH A CUBIC THREEFOLD 
Let X = Gr(2,6) tl H, tl Hz fl H, fl H4 fl H, c IPI4 be a smooth variety of type 
Vi”. Consider the variety B= Gr(2, 6)v n (Hy, @, Hy, Hi, Hy) c(lP14)*, 
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where HY denotes the point dual to the hyperplane-section Hi, and ( ,,, ) 
denotes linear span. 
One can show, with some computations, that: X smooth*B smooth. So, in 
view of the last paragraph, B is a smooth cubic threefold. 
We will now sketch the proof of the following 
B. THEOREM. X is birational equivalent to B. 
(See also Fano [Fl], and, quite recently, Ishkovskih [12, 131). 
Firstly, the lines i, represented by points XE X sweep out an irreducible hyper- 
surface I/. It is of degree 4, as can be seen by a simple computation of Schubert- 
classes (in the notation of [Dl], this comes down to a3. (ai)5 = 4~~). This 
quartic hypersurface of p is called “da Palatini” by Fano. Through a generic 
point v E V there goes exactly one 1, such that x E X. 
On the other hand, the centre lines nb of points b E B sweep out an irreducible 
variety WC Ip5 (remark, that as B is smooth, all points be B correspond to 
skew-symmetric matrices of rank 4, having well-defined centre-lines). 
We have: WC V. 
To see this, let WE W, w E Q,, b E B. We may suppose that the hyperplane- 
section of G&&6) corresponding to b, is H, (i.e., Hy = b). We may also suppose 
Hi, Hy, Hy, Hy @B. The four linear complexes Hz, . . . , H5 all have hyperplanes 
(LJw with respect to w; their intersection contains at least one line I= 1,, 
z~Gr(2,6). Of course zeHz ,..., H5, exactly because fz is contained in the 
(LJ,+,‘s. Also, z E HI, because rk Hb = 4 and w E 1,. Hence ZE X, and w E V. 
Next, through a generic point of IV, there goes exactly one nb such that b EB. 
This is so, because if b, b’ E B, and nb n !?b’ # 0, then the pencil spanned by b, b’ 
is contained in B, hence gives a line in B. As we know, that through a generic 
point of B their go finitely many lines lying on B, this cannot be the case for a 
generic point of IV. Also, we see that dim W=4, and W= I’. 
Now, let H be a generic hyperplane of Ip5, and look at the section Ha I/of V. 
H- V is a quartic threefold (not smooth). We have birational mappings: 
C#J : X-H- V given by: #(x) = Hn/, (when defined) 
I,U: B+He F/given by: t,v(y)=HfIn, (when defined). 
The composition x = w- 1. # gives a birational mapping x :X-B (in fact, a 5- 
dimensional family of such mappings exists; parametrised by the hyperplanes 
HC lP5, i.e., by Gr(5,6) = (Ip5)*). 
This construction has 2 simple corrollaries: 
c. COROLLARY. X is not rational. 
D. COROLLARY. X is unirational. 
In a moment, we will further analyse the mapping x. 
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5. LINES ON Vi4 - J’(X) AS A GENERALISED PRYM-VARIETY 
We want to apply theorem A to the varieties of the type 1/i4. We will sketch, 
with which methods one can show, that for a generic Vi” (i.e., EiI, . . ., H5 E ( Ip14) * 
independently generic points), we may apply theorem A directly, obtaining a 
description of J2(X) as a generalised Prym-variety. 
We have already shown that X is a unirational variety. Then, we must find a 
smooth fourfold Y such that X= Y-H’ for some hyperplane H’. 
We may take Y = Gr(2,6) fl H, fl H2 fl H3 n H4, and H’ = H5. Obviously, Y is 
smooth, and one readily verifies that H3(Y, C) = 0. 
Next, to be able to apply theorem A, we need rather detailed information 
about the family of lines on X resp. Y. We can indeed obtain that information, 
by doing the following: 
(i) make a global study of the family of lines on X resp. Y. 
To do this, we use Tennison’s method [Tel]. Tennison showed how to 
compute some numerical invariants of the family of lines on the quartic 
threefold. His method is readily extended to varieties that are complete 
intersections. With slightly more work, one finds a method that works also 
in the case of complete sections of Grasmannians. Without going into the 
tedious details, we state the results: 
((r) X contains a family of lines, parametrised by a scheme Tof dimension 
at least one 
(/.?) r is got as the intersection of some explicit cycles; suppose that this 
intersection is smooth, then we find: 
ris a curve of degree 70 (i.e., the lines on X sweep out a ruled surface 
of degree 70), and genus 26 
(y) Y contains a family of lines, parametrised by a scheme d of dimension 
at least three 
(6) through a generic point of Y, there go exactly 4 lines lying on Y. 
(ii) make a local study of the family of lines on X resp. Y. 
This is needed to find out whether the intersection of (i) is indeed smooth. 
Consider for example a line IcX; as sZi= $( - l), we find that 
det ,+= &j( - 1), and we must in fact have either 
~!$~=&$@~(-l) or Iqjlx=q(1)@q(-2). 
By a theorem of Grothendieck, we have: 
h’(~+,,~) = dim (Zariski-tangent-space of rat the point representing /). 
SO for r to be a smooth curve, one must show LQ= fl@ fl( - 1) for all 
lines IcX. However, one can show that: -4~~ contains a direct summand 
q(l) o there is a plane tangent to X at all points of 1. 
A dimension count shows: 
(E) X generic *r smooth 
likewise, 
(0 Y generic *d smooth. 
(iii) apply a method that can be found in [Ba&VdV], [B&M], [CMW], to show 
that rresp. d is connected. Hence, for Xgeneric, Tis a smooth irreducible 
curve. 
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Now, we have enough facts to apply theorem A. Let Z be the correspondence 
of incidence on f XT. Obviously, Z is symmetric, and the corresponding 
endomorphism o of J(r) can be shown to satisfy: cr2 + 2a - 3 = 0. 
Hence: ( J2(X), ox) = (Pr(T,,Z’), E), and A2(X) =J2(X) for X generic. 
6. FACTORISATION OF x - J*(X) AS A STRICT PRYM-VARIETY 
We can get more information about J2(X) by studying more carefully the 
birational map x:X-B, of X (of type Vi”, with a cubic threefold B. 
Remember how x = @-I. w is determined by the choice of a hyperplane HC iP5 
(see 0 4). 
Obviously, when studying the locus of points where x is not &ale, one comes 
to study the following four loci: 
(I) locus of points on X, where @ is not defined. 
(II) locus of points on X, where $J is defined but not one-to-one. 
(III) locus of points on B, where v/ is not defined. 
(IV) locus of points on B, where w is defined but not one-to-one. 
By our construction, we have: #J not defined at x @ I, cH. Supposing H to be 
generic, locus (I) can be seen to be a single, smooth irreducible elliptic quintic 
curve K (in fact, let Gr(2, H) C Gr(2,6) be the Grassmannian of lines in H, then 
K=Gr(2,H)nH,nH,f-IH,fTH,nH5). 
Likewise, locus (III) can be shown to consist of a single smooth irreducible 
elliptic quintic curve L. 
Next, locus (II) consists of points XEX, such that there exists a x’EX, x’fx, 
and l,tl H= l,?n H. One concludes, that the line 1 spanned by x, x’ must lie on 
locus (II). This line I represents a pencil of lines in Tp5, whose centre-point lies on 
H. So, the pencil contains a line that is contained in H, that is, I is secant to K. 
Proceeding in this way, one may show that locus (II) consists of 25 mutually 
disjoint lines II, . . . . 25 1 , punctured at their respective single point of intersection 
with K. 
Also, locus (IV) consists of points b E B, such that there exists a b’ E B, b’# b, 
and nb fl H = nbr Cl H. Again, the line n spanned by b, 6’ must lie on locus (IV). 
The centre-lines of the points of n are not the lines of a pencil, but instead they 
sweep out a quadric cone, with vertex lying on H. So, 2 of these lines are 
contained in H, and correspondingly n is a chord of L. It follows that locus (IV) 
consists of 25 mutually disjoint lines nl, . . . . n25r punctured at their respective 2 
points of intersection with L, 
To resolve the indeterminacies of 4 : X+H- V, t,u: B+H* V, it suffices to 
blow up K, resp. L, so that we get a diagram: 
rc = blowing-up morphism 
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@’ contracts the 25 lines li to 25 points, w’ contracts the 25. lines ni to 25 points 
(same points!). So we find that N. V has 25 singular points unto which ii, resp. 
nj are contracted (and V has a curve of singular points, of degree 25). Call these 
25 points Pi, . ...&. 
We may suppose that the 25 lines ii correspond to smooth points of r 
(Ishkovskih [12] showed that no component of rcan be non-reduced). That is, 
h$lx= Qi@ U+( - l), for i= 1, . . . . 25. 
However, because H is generic, we have also: J$~c,i, lgKtxx) =28,;($ - 1) for 
i=l , . ...25 (ni(fJ the transform of fi under Q). 
Making a study of the local behaviour of #’ at 7$(/J resp. Pi, not unlike the 
one used to prove Castelnuovo’s criterion for surfaces in [Hl], we get that the 
25 points Pi are all simple double points (i.e., their local rings are analytically 
isomorphic to C[[u, u, w,x]]/(uu - wx)), and also that: tiY$cniJ~BL(BJ =2U&,i,( - I), 
i= 1, . ...25. 
Next, blow up the 25 lines ni(fi) resp. nf(ni), to get X’ resp. B’: 
The morphisms a, !P contract the 25 exceptional divisors of nx resp. nB (all 
isomorphic to a smooth quadric surface) to the points Pi. Now, @ resp. ‘Ymust 
factorise through the blowing up of H- Vat the 25 points Pi: 
x-- --T-- -- H+V 
(analogously for B). 
Exactly because JQ~~, I BKtX1 =20( - 1) (and not, for example, 28( - 2)), ax is 
of degree one on the exceptional divisors, too. Taking into account the mini- 
mality of the exceptional divisors (quadric surfaces!) and the normality of the 
varieties concerned, we may now conclude that ax is an isomorphism; and 
analogously for B instead of X4 
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As a result, x can be dominated (“factorised”) by blowings-up, as follows: 
/ Bpi(H*v) \ 
BK(~ 
/\./( 
X--7 --H-V- - F-- --B 
This implies that J2(X) x K=J2(B) x L. as principally polarised varieties, 
from which have: (J2(X), 0,) = (J2(B), $) (and: K=L). 
However, (J2(B), OB) is well-known to be a Prym-variety (in the strict sense), 
associated to an etale double cover of a smooth plane quintic curve (for details, 
see [Mfl] and [Ml]). 
The curve is got by first fixing a sufficiently general line ncB, and then 
looking at all planes in Ip4 containing n, and intersecting B in 3 lines. The 
involution is got by the interchange of the 2 lines of the intersection, unequal to 
n. For this construction, see [Ml] and [Tl]. 
We also signal here, what curves on X correspond to the curves on B gener- 
ating J2(B) as a Prym-variety by the above construction. To general lines on B, 
there correspond (by x) tonics on X. So, apparently, the involution pairs of the 
Prym involution correspond on X to intersecting pairs of tonics, incident to a 
fixed conic on X. 
This ends our discussion of the varieties of type Vi4. 
7. A THEOREM OF TODD - CONIC3 ON I’;” 
Now our attention turns to the varieties of the type Vi’. Let X= Gr(55) I-I 
17 HI fIjY2 n Q be such a variety. 
Consider the variety Z= G&$5) fI HI n Hz. Linear sections of Gr(2,S) have 
been studied by Todd, see his article [Tdl]. 
Todd shows, that sing Z is either empty, or of dimension at least one. So, as 
X is smooth, Z is smooth. 
The fourfold Z contains planes. Some invariants of the family of planes 
contained in Z can be computed by Tennison’s method (see 0 5), however, 
Todd’s methods supply better information. The results for smooth Z are: 
(i) Z contains exactly one e-plane. 
(ii) 2 contains an irreducible family of a-planes, parametrised by a smooth 
rational curve. 
(iii) the o-planes in Z intersect the e-plane along the tangents of a fixed conic 
(contained in the e-plane). 
(iv) the a-planes sweep out a hyperplane-section H-2 of Z. 
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This has immediate consequences for the family of tonics on X. On X there is 
a 2-dimensional family of tonics ([12]), but only one e-conic, and a l- 
dimensional family of c-tonics parametrised by a smooth rational curve. These 
a-tonics sweep out a hyperplane-section X+H of X. The other tonics of X are, 
of course, r-tonics. 
8. LINES ON Vi” 
To apply theorem A to X of type Vi”, we must study the lines on Vi” (as we 
did with Vi” in 0 5). 
Write X= Gr(55) nH, n Q, so that X= Y. Hz. We have: H3( Y, C) = 0. 
Proceeding along the same lines as in § 5, we find: 
(cr’) X contains a family of lines, parametrised by a scheme r of dimension at 
least one 
(p’) f is got as the intersection of some explicit cycles; suppose that this inter- 
section is smooth, then we find: 
ris a smooth curve of degree 100 (i.e., the lines on X sweep out a ruled 
surface of degree loo), and genus 71 
(y’) Y contains a family of lines, parametrised by a scheme of dimension at 
least 3, say d 
(6’) through a generic point of Y, there go exactly 6 lines lying on Y 
(E’) suppose HI, Hz, Q independently generic (among all H’s, Q’s), then r is 
smooth 
(c’) suppose HI, Q independently generic, then d is smooth. 
Further, f (and d) are connected. 
So, the family of lines on a generic X resp. Y, satisfies all conditions to apply 
theorem A to X of type Vi’. 
9. UNIRATIONALITY OF Vi0 - J2(X) AS A GENERALISED PRYM-VARIETY 
To apply theorem A, we must also know that X of type Vi0 is unirational. 
This can be done by the following construction, of a typical projective- 
geometric nature. 
Suppose x E X; we try to construct a curve C, C X, containing x, rational over 
C(x). To x there corresponds a line /Xc Ip4; it has coordinates rational over C(x). 
For each z E f,, consider the Schubert-cycle M,, parametrising all lines of iP4, 
containing the point z (a “starred lP4”). The Mt’s all are rP3’s, contained in 
Gr(2,5). Consider D = Mz n H, n Hz fl Q. We have the following possibilities: 
(i) D contains a line - but then, obviously x lies on a component of the ruled 
surface contained in X 
(ii) D contains a conic - but then, this conic is a o-conic, and XE H 
(iii) D =xUy, i.e., 2 points, possibly comciding. 
(Remark that Pit(X) 2: He &(l) prevents D from being of dimension 2). 
So, if we suppose x not special (contained in H or the ruled surface on X), we 
have case (iii). Define C, as the locus of the points y, as z E Z, varies, 
It is obviously a curve on X, rational over C(x). (In fact, let R, be the 
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Schubert-cycle parametrising all lines incident to Z,, then C, = R, n H1 n Hz v Q. 
Thus, C, is a sextic curve, containing x and singular at x). 
From now on, we can apply a construction of Fano [F2] resp. Bloch & Murre 
[B&M]: from each point X’E 1, (not on H or the ruled surface on X), there issues 
a curve C,,; these sweep out a rational surface S,. From each point x” E S, (not 
on H or the ruled surface on X), there issues a curve Cxn; these curves sweep out 
X, and as the family parametrising the C,. is rational, we get a dominant 
rational map iP2 x iP ’ +X, so X is unirational. 
(This construction dates back to Fano; Fano, however, does not seem to have 
seen the simple nature of the curves C,, see [F2]). 
Now we may immediately apply theorem A to a generic I’:‘: let Z again be 
the correspondance of incidence on TX r, 0 the corresponding endomorphism 
of J(T), then o satisfies: a2 + 40 - 5 = 0. 
Concluding, (J2(X), 0,) = (Pr(T, Z), 2) and A*(X) = J2(X), for X generic of 
type Vi’. 
10. FURTHER PROSPECTS - CONICS ON I’;” 
As with Vi”, a closer scrutiny of Vi” will show how we can extract more 
information about J*(X) for X of type Vi”. 
Let S be the scheme parametrising the tonics on X, it is of dimension 2. On S, 
we have a birational automorphism I : S+S of order 2, as follows: 
let SE S represent the conic ys; the lines represented by points of ys span a Ip3, 
say IV, (sole exception: l/s = yr, yr the unique p-conic on X); let Gr(2, IV,) be the 
Schubert-cycle of lines in IV, (a Plucker-quadric). Gr(2, IV,) n HI fl H2 f7 Q is a 
quartic curve, of which ys is a component; the other component(s) form a conic 
yf, fES: put i(S)=f. 
From this construction, we immediately have: 
(i) ys not of type Q # I well-defined at s 
(ii) ys of type 0 * r(y,) = yr, the unique Q-conic of 
(iii) ys of type T # 1 well-defined at s and I(S) 
(iv) I not defined at s e s= r. 
The points s E S such that ys is of type 0, form a smooth rational curve 17~ S. 
To make I into an involutory morphism, one may blow up S at r. 
Further, note that involution-pairs ys, Y,(~), that do not have a component in 
common, are characterised by: 
ysn y,(S) is 2 points, or ys is tangent to Y,(~,. 
It is now tempting to obtain a description of J2(X) by relating it to Alb (S), 
for example, along the lines used by Welters [Wl] in his study of the double 
solid ramified along a smooth quartic surface. However, our situation is 
somewhat different, as we have: 
E. THEOREM. on S, there lies a 
are stable under the action of 1. 
1 -dimensional family Wtltm of curves that 
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In fact, this family is constructed as follows: 
let f~ n be such that yr is a so-conic (this is the case for tin generic). The 
points of yI represent lines that are rules of a quadric cone Qt. 
Define: G, = Zariski-closure of (s E S 1 ys of type sz, and ys O yI # 0). Suppose 
u E Gt, then yU contains a point representing a rule of Qt, so the vertex of Q, is 
contained in IV,. Then, also, IV, intersects Q, in two lines (possibly coinciding). 
One of these lines represents a point of intersection of yU and yr; the other must 
represent a point of intersection of yrcU) and yt (not a second point of inter- 
section of yU and ytr because then u = r). Ergo, I(U) E G,. 
The generic curve of {Gl)[,n is smooth and irreducible, and contains no 
fixed points of 1. So, we may speak of a Prym-variety Pr(G,, I) = Pr(G,/G,/(z)), 
a Prym variety in the strict sense. 
This places us in a situation alike the one described in [Tl], or rather [Ml], 
for the case of a cubic threefold. Comparing with the cubic threefold X’, the 
role of lines on X’ is played by the tonics on X, of the fixed line IcX', by a 
fixed a-conic on X, and involuted points correspond to bisecant t-conies on X, 
incident to the fixed a-conic, instead of coplanar lines incident to I and X’. 
Of course, this has consequences for J2(X) resp. Pr(G,, I) (both of dimension 
10). In the future we hope to return to these facts and exploit this matter 
further. 
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